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Overview 

When we think of health, dieting and exercise are the 
first things that come to mind. So it may come as a 
surprise to learn that chronic over-breathing is actually 
the biggest obstacle to optimal health. Another surprise 
is that blood oxygen level does not determine how 
much oxygen is delivered to muscles and organs  it s
the amount of carbon dioxide. Red blood cells (RBCs) 
are normally 95-99% saturated with oxygen  enough 
for strenuous activity  but according to the Bohr Effect, 
CO2 is necessary to release and metabolize oxygen. 
How you breathe determines the level of CO2 in your 
blood; frequent heavy breaths raise CO2 levels above 
optimal levels and increase your need for oxygen.  

“The point of this book is to elevate your awareness of how 
you can harness your breath to reclaim your body’s natural
ability to breathe in a way that will help you achieve lifelong 

health and fitness, whether you are running to catch up 
with your kids or running to win a gold medal.” 

 
Chapter 1: The Oxygen Paradox 

The first step to better breathing is understanding how 
air reaches your tissues. Once inside the lungs, air 
reaches alveoli (small air sacs surrounded by tiny blood 
capillaries) where oxygen is transferred to RBCs. 

A common misconception is that deep breaths improve 
oxygen delivery by increasing saturation (the 
percentage of hemoglobin molecules that carry oxygen 
in blood). Yet RBCs are usually fully saturated. The 
primary determinant of oxygen delivery is actually 
CO2 , which causes hemoglobin to release O2.  Over-
breathing is caused by an increased breathing rate 
(breaths per minute), increased volume (air inhaled per 
breath), or both. When CO2 levels build up, receptors in 
the brain prompt more breathing to expel the excess 
gas. This then causes us to exhale too much CO2, 
causing hemoglobin to withhold O2 from organs.  

CO2 also helps maintain a blood s pH level of 7.365; 
levels below 6.8 (too alkaline) and above 7.8 (too acidic) 

can be fatal. When pH becomes more acidic, breathing 
increases to expel CO2 from the body and lower the pH, 
and vice versa when pH levels are too alkaline. 

Over-breathing for a short time has little consequence, 
but inefficient oxygen delivery produces noticeable 
long-term symptoms such as lethargy. For those 
predisposed to asthma, low levels of CO2 can cause 
wheezing and breathlessness. 

“As counterintuitive as it may seem, the urge to take bigger,
deeper breaths when we hit a wall during exercise 
does not provide the muscles with more oxygen.” 

Chapter 2: How Fit Are You Really? 
The Body Oxygen Level Test (BOLT) 

our VO2 max is your maximal capacity to utilize 
O2 per minute of exercise. Exercise increases both O2 
and CO2 in the blood, and a higher VO2 max signifies a 
higher tolerance of CO2, which allows for longer spurts 
of activity Correct breathing improves your brain s
sensitivity to CO2, thereby reducing breathlessness 
during exercise. The Blood Oxygen Level Test (BOLT) 
measures your body s oxygen-delivery efficiency: 

1. Breathe normally. 
2. After an exhale, hold your nose. 
3. Count the seconds before wanting to inhale. 

BOLT does not measure the maximum time you can 
hold your breath. If you need to take a big breath, 
you ve held it for too long Then check your score here: 

BOLT  Description 
<20s Low CO2 tolerance & erratic resting breath. 
20-40s Average score for a moderate exerciser. 
40s+ Ideal score for healthy adult. 

 
You may plateau while improving your BOLT score, 
but by persevering you ll feel more energi ed and less
breathless during strenuous activity, and will improve 
your overall health. The following techniques will 
improve your BOLT score, which the following 


